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1. INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing a CS Technologies product. The products have been designed to give
excellent service and years of satisfaction and have been specifically designed to meet the
requirements of the market. They incorporate features not found in any other products and should be a
good solution to any access control problem. CS Technologies products are available to control access
to doors via card readers, keys, keypads, and also specific applications for control of truck wash
equipment and other machinery.

To ensure that the system operates smoothly and reliably it is essential that it be installed correctly.
This manual provides all of the information necessary for a trouble-free installation as well as details
of how to program the system initially and on an on-going basis. Prior to starting the installation
please be sure to read through the manual, particularly if this is the first access control system you
have installed.

The next section, section 2, gives operational details of the system - what it is intended to do, how it
works from the users point of view, a description of the basic principles involved, and what is possible
with the system.

Section 3 provides details on installation of the system, including cabling details, mounting of readers
and controller, power supply requirements, interfacing to control equipment and interfacing to data
collection and programming equipment.

Section 4 describes the programming of the system. Each controller has a specific set of commands
which provide the ability to program keys, cards or PIN numbers, unlock doors or operate outputs by
timezone, and to run reports on system transactions as people use the readers. Some of these
commands must be used on the initial commissioning of the system. Other commands are used on a
day-to-day basis for reprogramming of users, timezones and other parameters.

The first appendix gives sample printouts and explanation of some of the controller messages which
may appear. The second appendix gives instruction for changing the controller chip if this should
become necessary.

Finally the specifications of the controller are listed at the end of the booklet.



2. OPERATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 System basics

The CS Technologies Demonstration Access Controller is a system which can be equipped with a
Silicon Key reader, Card reader and Barcode reader, Presco™ Keypad and Essex stainless steel
keypad or Codeguard scrambling keypad to demonstrate some of the technologies available with the
CS Technologies range. The controller has special software which allows all devices to work
simultaneously, and customised commands to allow separate programming and printout of system
statuses from all devices. The system is intended to demonstrate all of the features of the CS
Technologies range including easy programming, timezone flexibility, access level programming and
on-board history buffer with printer port.

The CS Technologies range provides a cost-effective method of controlling access to any premises.
Using the controller enables restriction of access to various areas to authorised personnel only, allows
different authorisations to be programmed, and recording of who has been in a particular area at any
time. The system also can be programmed to automatically unlock or relock doors at any time, and
will adjust for public holidays.

The system consists of two different components - the controller and the readers. These are described
in further detail below. The system interfaces to door strikes or other door control mechanisms (roller
shutter controller, automatic door operator).

There is a software package, PC1, available for PC-based programming and backup/restoral of
standalone systems.

2.2 Silicon Keys

CS Technologies’ innovation is the revolutionary Silicon Key which is used to provide
access. The key is a small metal “button” similar in shape and size to a watch battery.
The key is attached to a metal tag which fits neatly onto a keyring. A diagram of the
key shows its basic construction.

The key contains a silicon chip which simply contains a unique number which
identifies the key. The keys are guaranteed to be unique, with only one key of each
number ever to be manufactured. The key number is cut with a laser into the silicon
chip and with suitable circuitry the key number can be read, however it can never be
changed.

The keys do not contain any battery or other power source and thus they can never "wear out". The
metal case is quite durable and it is difficult to damage a key.

2.3 Silicon Key Readers

To read the keys a small metal device is used. This reader is
attached to a firm surface, usually a wall, and simply by touching
a key to the reader the key number can be read.

The reader is usually mounted in a solid plate so that all that is
visible is the "front view". Simply making contact between the
key and the reader by touching will allow the key number to be
read and processed by the controller.

Because the reader is simply a transmission device for the key number it is a completely sealed device
- thus there are no apertures for water or other foreign material to enter and interfere with the operation
of the system. No electronic parts are available for tampering and the reader itself is completely
passive.

Front view        Side view



2.4 Presco™ Keypads

The keypads used for the CS Technologies system are manufactured in Australia by
Presco Security. The Presco keypads are attractive and durable, and are protected against
static discharges.

The keypads are similar to a telephone keypad with the addition of a couple of keys, the
"*" key and the "#" key. These keys are not used on the CS Technologies system.

There is also a key labelled "E" - this is the ENTER key used to terminate entry of a PIN
number. PIN numbers can be from 3 to 8 digits in length.

2.5 ABA Magnetic Stripe Cards

For several years now mag-stripe cards have been a common feature of almost anyone's wallet. The
cards are generally encoded with data describing account numbers, membership numbers etc. To
ensure standardisation the cards are encoded to an ISO standard, and made in standard sizes. Most
bank or credit-style cards are encoded in a format known as ABA (which stands for American
Banking Association).

The CS Technologies demonstration controller allows the use of any ABA standard encoded card. The
card number from the front of the card is entered into the system database, and when that card is
swiped the number is read and if valid the user is allowed access. Cards can also be registered by
swiping them through the reader. The CS Technologies system reads Track 2 on the cards which is
generally where the number is stored in the ABA format.

The system works by reading the first field on the card 8 digits or greater in length, and stores the last
8 digits of this field in the database. Generally this is the number on the front of the card, however the
number encoded on the card can be determined by putting the controller into Diagnostics mode in
which case the number read by the system is shown on the printout.

The CS Technologies system can read both low and high-coercivity cards without any problems and
the automatic registration mode makes it extremely easy to use almost any card in the user's
possession. Users need not have an extra card for access control, and the system owner need not
maintain a large database of card records or have to keep replacing cards.

Note however that cards such as bank or building society cards generally remain the property of the
issuing authority and due reference to this ownership should be taken when programming the system.
CS Technologies can supply additional cards encoded in a suitable format for users who do not have
their own cards.

2.6 Mag-stripe Card Readers

To read the cards the system is provided with CS Technologies mag-stripe card readers. These consist
of a card reader assembly mounted inside a steel powder-coated enclosure. The reader is fitted with a
LED to indicate door/read status and is quite durable. Although not 100% waterproof it is splash-proof
and if reasonable precautions are taken when installing it the reader should give good service under
even quite adverse conditions. The card reader reads track 2 on the cards; however track 1 or 3 can be
read if suitable readers are ordered.

2.7 Barcode cards

Barcodes are also becoming a very common feature of modern society. Barcodes are very easy for
clients to manufacture, and there are several timekeeping systems and access control systems which
use code cards. Although not particularly high in security their low cost makes them ideal for some
applications.

The CS Technologies demonstration controller uses the barcode reader which translates the
information on the barcode into computer- readable form. The digits on the barcode are ‘scanned into’
the system and these are used to identify the cardholder and grant or deny access appropriately. This
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means that almost any barcode card is compatible with the CS Technologies system, and existing
cards can be used with the system although if required CS Technologies can provide suitable cards.

2.8 Barcode card reader

To read the cards the system is provided with barcode readers manufactured by TimeKeeping
Systems. These readers contain a microprocessor which is programmed with a very powerful
algorithm, allowing decoding of all barcode formats simultaneously. The reader is in a powder-coated
metal case, is extremely durable and in fact can be operated underwater, making it very reliable under
all weather conditions. The reader is equipped with a LED to indicate door/read status.

2.9 Stainless Steel keypads

The system also allows incorporation of stainless steel keypads into the range of readers. These
keypads are very attractive and durable, and offer the same features as those of the Presco keypads in
an appealing architectural format.

Due to internal limitations of the keypads, using stainless steel keypads codes starting with ‘0’ are not
accepted, and codes may only be up to a maximum of 65535.

2.10 Codeguard Scrambling Keypads

The system also allows incorporation of scrambling keypads into the range of readers. These keypads
provide high security because they ‘scramble’ each time the keypad is used so that someone observing
the entry of PIN numbers cannot determine what the numbers are. Thus using the scrambling keypad
allows the convenience of access without having to carry a credential of any kind, while maintaining
high security.

2.11 Wiegand readers

The system also allows incorporation of any ‘wiegand interface’ reader. The Wiegand Interface is an
interface protocol devised in the USA and is commonly used in access control readers. Readers which
use the Wiegand Interface include those card and key readers manufactured by Sensor Engineering
(often rebadged as Chubb Card, Wormald Card, Mil Card, Kastle Card or Key etc), proximity readers
manufactured by Hughes or Indala, various keypads and barcode readers. There are many different
devices using the Wiegand format. Basically the software in the CS Technologies controller has been
configured to read these various card formats

The Wiegand interface consists of 5 wires - two for power, one for ‘data 0’, one for ‘data 1’ and one to
drive a LED. Different readers may have additional wires but generally these 5 are all that are required
to interface to the CS Technologies controller.

2.12 Controller

The controller is a "black box" which contains all of the electronics used to read the keypads, card
readers and key readers and make decisions about which doors to open. The controller usually is
located inside the secured area. The demonstration controller allows connection of one card reader and
a barcode reader in parallel, one key reader, one Presco keypad and one Stainless Steel or Scrambling
keypad; however on standard controllers connection of four readers, or two readers and appropriate
door monitoring inputs can be made. For each door a C-form relay is provided for strike or controller
operation. A LED indication is provided to indicate the status of the doors. Relays not used for access
control can be used for control (automatic locking/unlocking on timezone) of other doors or outputs
(air conditioning, lighting, etc).

The controller also contains a keypad which is used to program the system, connections for power and
if necessary a backup battery, and a printer or computer connection port.



The controller allows programming of PIN numbers, cards and keys , connection of exit pushbuttons
(RQE buttons), setting of delay times and recording of all uses of the system. Using the CS
Technologies system allows records to be kept as people use the keypads. These records can be used
as a historical record of transactions on the system.

The controller is equipped with an in-built memory battery so that all transactions and programming
will not be lost in the event of a total power shutdown. This battery is specified to last for up to 10
years.

Connects to
240V power

Optional
backup battery

Keypad/Card reader/Key reader/Stainless 
steel keypad (one of each)

Printer or computer

RQE button

2.13 System Operation

PIN numbers: The system can be programmed with PIN numbers which can be used at each keypad.
Whenever a PIN number is entered on a keypad, followed by the "E" or enter key, the controller
checks whether that PIN is valid for that door, and records that the PIN has been read. If the PIN is
correct the appropriate door will be unlocked for a predefined time period (1 to 255 seconds).

Keys: Whenever a key is touched to a reader, the controller checks whether that key is valid for that
door, and records that the key has been read. If the key is correct the appropriate door will be unlocked
for a predefined time period (1 to 255 seconds).

Cards:  Whenever a card is swiped through a reader, the controller checks whether that card is valid
for that door, and records that the card has been read. If the card is correct the appropriate door will be
unlocked for a predefined time period (1 to 255 seconds).

Wiegand cards, keys: Whenever a wiegand card, key, proximity card etc is used at the reader the
controller checks whether that user is valid for that door, and records that the user attempted to gain
access. If the card is correct the appropriate door will be unlocked for a predefined time period.

Each door can have a different time delay if desired and these can be changed at any time. At the end
of the delay period the door will automatically lock. The door delay time can also be set to "toggle"
each time the door is activated by a PIN number, card, key or exit pushbutton.

The system also can be programmed with timezones to automatically unlock the doors at the same
time each day. The timezone programming provides for public holidays and for combinations of
timezones to suit any schedule requirement.



3. INSTALLATION

3.1 Controller Installation

The system is provided in a box which should contain all items ordered. This will include the
controller and readers, and possibly a power supply and backup battery.

The controller consists of a circuit board mounted in a lockable steel cabinet. The key to the cabinet is
taped to the outside of the box. Also mounted on the box on the right hand side is a 25-pin "D" plug
(male) for connection of a printer or computer.

The controller box should be mounted using heavy duty screws to a firm surface, probably a wall.
Since programming is done from the on-board keypad the controller should be in a well-lit easily
accessible spot. As with any electrical equipment the controller should not be mounted anywhere that
water is likely to go. Also, when drilling holes in the box for cable entries etc it is wise to remove the
circuit board to ensure that foreign matter such as steel shavings does not interfere with the circuit. All
cable connections to the circuit board are made using push-on connectors so removal and reinstallation
of the circuit board is very easy.

3.2 The Circuit Board

On page 13 is a diagram showing the circuit board. Each of the terminal blocks around the edge is a
push-on connector and below the connection details for each item to be connected to the board are
described.

The circuit board incorporates a large number of links which can be connected or open depending on
the various configurations of the particular system you have ordered. The appropriate jumper settings
for all types of systems are detailed in appendix 5.

3.3 Power connections

The system has two terminals for power connection. It can be powered either by:

a) AC POWER
A 16-18VAC plugpack can be used to power the system. In this configuration a 12V rechargeable
battery can also be connected to the battery terminals to provide power to the controller in the event of
an AC power failure. The system is designed to charge a battery rated at 1.2Ah which will run the
system for approximately 3 hours, depending on the usage of the readers and system configuration.
The plugpack should be dedicated to powering the controller, and the battery terminals must not be
used to power electric strikes or other equipment in this configuration.

b) DC POWER
A 12VDC power supply can be used to power the system. The controller draws a maximum of 400mA
from the power supply. In this case the 12V power supply should also be equipped with a battery
charger so that the controller is battery backed. The same power supply can also be used to power
electric strikes or other items controlled by the access controller, as long as these devices are equipped
with diodes or varistors to limit switching power spikes.

However the system is powered, the 5V supply to the circuit board is indicated by the green led LED2.

3.4 Mag-stripe Card reader

The card reader is connected to the controller using 6-core shielded cable. The readers can be located
up to 100 metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run reader cabling away from power
circuitry to ensure minimal interference. If you are going to use the registration mode of entering cards
by swiping these must be done through reader 1 which should thus be installed close (if possible) to
the controller.



Terminations for the mag-stripe card reader are as follows:

DOOR 1 CARD READER Red wire (CLK) - IN1
Brown wire (DATA) - IN2
Orange wire (LED) - OUT1
Yellow wire (5V) - +5V
Green wire (GND) - GND

3.5 Barcode card reader

The card reader is connected to the controller using 6-core shielded cable. The current drawn by the
barcode card readers is about 100mA so in the case of long runs it may be desirable to have an extra
pair for voltage transmission because of voltage drop in the cable. The readers can be located up to
100 metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run reader cabling away from power circuitry to
ensure minimal interference. If you are going to use the registration mode of entering cards by swiping
these must be done through reader 1 which should thus be installed close (if possible) to the controller.

Terminations for the barcode card reader are as follows:

DOOR 1 CARD READER Red wire (+5V) - 5V
Black wire (Gnd) - GND
Purple wire (D1) - IN2
Green wire (D0) - IN1
Brown wire (LED) - OUT1
Yellow wire (BCD) - GND
Blue wire (HOLD) - not connected
Orange wire (PRS) - not connected
Drain - GND

3.6 Key reader

The reader is connected to the controller using unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) cable with two pairs.
The reader can be located up to 100 metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run reader
cabling away from power circuitry to ensure minimal interference.

Readers are terminated with one wire (grey) to an input and the other wire (black) to a GND pin.

Terminations for the silicon key reader are as follows:

DOOR 2 KEY READER Grey wire - IN3
Black wire - GND
LED + - +5V
LED - - OUT2

3.7 Presco Keypad

The keypad is connected to the controller using one-pair cable. The keypad can be located up to 100
metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run keypad cabling away from power circuitry to
ensure minimal interference. Only two of the keypad wires are terminated to the panel. The WHITE
wire is terminated to an input as is the BLACK wire. The BLUE and RED wires are not used.

Terminations for the Presco keypad are as follows:

DOOR 3 KEYPAD White wire - IN5
Black wire - IN6
Blue wire - not connected
Red wire - not connected



3.8 Stainless Steel keypad

The stainless steel keypad is connected to the controller using 6-core screened cable. The keypad can
be located up to 100 metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run keypad cabling away from
power circuitry to ensure minimal interference.

Terminations for the stainless steel keypad are as follows:

DOOR 4 KEYPAD Red wire (+12V) - Striker +
Black wire (0V) - GND
Green wire (D0) - IN7
White wire (D1) - IN8
Brown wire (LED) - OUT4

3.9 Scrambling keypad

Keypads are connected to the controller using 6-core screened cable. On a long run it is advisable to
provide additional cabling for the 12V supply to the keypad using an additional figure-8 cable. The
keypads can be located up to 100 metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run keypad cabling
away from power circuitry to ensure minimal interference.

On the rear of the keypad is a rubber grommet underneath which are three rotary switches. These
should all be set to 0.

All six of the keypad wires are terminated to the panel. On the back of the keypad is an 8-way plug on
connector. BE CAREFUL that the keypad is only connected and disconnected when the power is OFF
the controller - do not unplug or plug in the keypad when the controller is powered up.

Terminations for the scrambling keypad are as follows:

DOOR 4 KEYPAD 1 Interface power +5V
2 Ground GND
3 Display power +12V (Battery +)
4 Yellow LED OUT4
5 Data 1 IN8
6 Buzzer No connection
7 Data 0 IN7
8 Red LED No connection

3.10 Wiegand Readers

The card readers are connected to the controller using 6-core shielded cable. The readers can be
located up to 100 metres from the controller. Always endeavour to run reader cabling away from
power circuitry to ensure minimal interference. Some readers operate from 5VDC and others operate
from 12VDC. 5V is available from the reader connector; 12V is available from the battery + terminal
on the board. Be sure to observe the correct supply voltage for your reader.

Terminations for the wiegand reader is as follows:

DOOR 4 READER White wire (DATA 1)- IN8
Green wire (DATA 0)- IN7
Orange wire (LED) - OUT1
Red wire (PWR) - +5V or +12V (depending on reader)
Black wire (GND) - GND



3.11 Request to Exit (RQE) pushbutton

Exit pushbuttons are normally open (N.O.) switches which can be connected using figure-8 cable to
allow operation of the doors. On the demonstration system only one exit request input is supplied as
all other inputs are used up by readers. The RQE switch can be located up to 100m away from the
controller and is connected as follows.

DOOR 2 RQE - between IN4 and GND

3.12 Registration reader

To register keys there is a reader mounted on the right hand side of the box. When certain commands
are used this reader can be used to touch the keys to enter them into the database. The registration
reader is connected in parallel with the silicon key reader:

REGISTRATION READER Grey wire - IN3
  Black wire - GND

3.13 LED  Indicators

There is an output available for a LED indication for each door. LEDs can be connected to indicate the
door status for all four relay outputs. Connection of a LED output is shown on the circuit diagram.

When each door is unlocked, the appropriate LED will be ON. Also, when an invalid user attempts to
gain access the LED will flash to indicate this. The positive leg of the LED should be connected to
+5V (available adjacent to each output connection) and the negative leg should be connected to the
appropriate output, as follows:

DOOR 1 INDICATION OUT1 (part of the card reader)

DOOR 2 INDICATION OUT2 (part of the key reader)

DOOR 3 INDICATION OUT3

DOOR 4 INDICATION OUT4 (part of the stainless steel keypad)

Note that in the case of the Presco keypad the on-keypad green LED cannot be used to indicate door
status on the CS Technologies controller.

3.14 Relay outputs

Each reader has an associated relay output which operates to activate the door strike or other item to
be controlled by the system. The relay contacts provided are rated at 5A, 24VDC and are "C-form"
contacts i.e. a common, normally open and normally closed terminal is provided.

Note that no power is supplied from these contacts - they are voltage-free and you must provide a
separate power supply to switch through these contacts to operate the connected equipment.

Usually the equipment to be operated is inductive and to absorb any transients it is essential to install a
diode or varistor across the coil of the load being switched by the controller to absorb any inductive
spikes. This is demonstrated in the diagram.

3.15 RS232 connection

A standard RS232 connection is provided for interface to a printer or other serial communication
device. The system is provided with a 25-pin D plug on the side of the box terminated to this
connection with GND terminated to pin 7, TX terminated to pin 2 and RX terminated to pin 3. Note
that the RS232 connection is a low power connection and does not supply sufficient current to drive



protocol converters etc.

The parameters for the serial port are 9600 baud, 8 data bits, no parity and one stop bit. Note however
that there is a command provided which allows the baud rate to be changed to other values.

The RS232 port is equipped with full XON/XOFF handshaking meaning that interfacing to slower
peripherals such as printers is possible without loss of data. It also means that when viewing a long
printout on a dumb terminal it can be paused by pressing CTRL-S and restarted by pressing CTRL-Q.

Note that some peripherals such as printers, terminals or modems to which the RS232 connection can
be made require the TX and RX signals to be reversed. If there is no communication to your peripheral
the first thing to try is swapping the TX and RX wires terminated to the circuit board.
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4. PROGRAMMING

4.1 Programming basics

With a networked system all programming is done via the PC2 software. If standalone, the CS
Technologies Demonstration Access Controller is programmed from a keypad which is mounted on
the circuit board. The system can also be programmed from a terminal (or PC running PC1 software)
attached to the serial port of the system. In both cases the programming commands are the same. Note
that although it is possible to program without a printer or terminal connected this will be quite
difficult as there will be no feedback as to whether commands have worked as intended. Accordingly
it is strongly recommended that a printer or terminal be connected to the system at least during
programming.

Whenever the system is operating the green LED will flash on and off at a rate of about once per
second. This is to indicate that the system is operating correctly. Each time a button on the keyboard is
pressed the system will beep.

Programming mode - To do any programming a password must be entered. The default password is
"12345" and this can be changed at any time; however note that the password is always a 5-digit
number. All programming commands are terminated by the "#" key. When programming from a
terminal commands can be terminated by the ENTER key.

Thus to enter programming mode enter 12345# on the keypad. A beep will be
heard and the green LED will now flicker rapidly to indicate that you are in
programming mode. In this state programming commands can be entered. When
in the middle of doing a command (printing a report, etc) the green LED will be
on solid. When the command is finished it will resume flashing.

To exit programming mode when completed programming enter the command
99#. A beep will be heard and the green LED will stop flickering, and just flash
slowly. If the system is left unattended in programming mode for 5 minutes it
will automatically exit programming mode.

Users and PIN numbers, cards and keys - Each user on the system has a User Number which
identifies him or her to the system. This User Number is associated with the identifying data for the
person which on the demonstration system may be a PIN number, card number or key number. This
number is contained in the system securely and does not print out on the history reports for the system.
On the demonstration system you can program up to 400 different users each of which may be a PIN
number, card or key.

An example printout from the system is below.

USER LIST

USER ID NUMBER TYPE ACCESS LEVEL
   1 12312312 CARD 1
   2 001223131 KEY 1
   3 123 PIN 1
End of listing

Thus the identification numbers are stored in association with a user number and an access level.

Timezones - Timezones can be programmed to unlock doors automatically and also to restrict use of
the system. There are two different types of timezones - standard and extended.

Standard timezones consist of a period of time combined with a group of days - for example, 9am-5pm
Monday to Friday. The system provides for 8 standard timezones, with timezone 0 predefined as
NEVER and timezone 1 predefined as ALWAYS.

Extended timezones consist of combinations of standard timezones, and are numbered 9 to 15.
Below is a sample printout of timezone programming on the system.

STANDARD TIME ZONES Zone Start End Days Currently

1 2 3

64 5

97 8

#* 0



  0          NEVER Inactive
  1  ALWAYS Active
  2 09:00 17:00 MTWTF--- Active
  3 09:00 12:00  -----S-- Inactive

EXTENDED TIME ZONES Zone Combines Zones
  9   2 3

Thus a door programmed with timezone 9 would be open 9-5 Monday to Friday and 9-12 on Saturday,
and would not open on public holidays.

Access Levels - It is possible to restrict which doors can be used by each user, and at what times. This
is done by means of an access level. Up to 15 access levels can be programmed, each defining a
different combination of doors and timezones. These access levels can be associated with different
"classes" of users.

Each access level consists of a different timezone for each door. For example, an access level 2 may
consist of timezone 1 for door 1 and timezone 0 for doors 2, 3 and 4. A user assigned to access level 2
would then have 24 hour access to door 1 and no access to any other doors.

Access level 0 is predefined as no access to any doors, and access level 1 is predefined as full access
to all doors.

4.2 Programming commands

The programming commands available for the Demonstration System Controller are described below.
Note that these commands are unique to this controller to enable simultaneous use of all the
technologies. For the individual (normal) systems the commands are simpler. The commands can only
be issued when the system is in programming mode. If a command is incorrectly entered the panel will
buzz; it will beep on entry of a correct command.

00 #
PRINT HELP LIST
This command will give a list of all commands available on the system.

02 * PASSWD #
RESET SYSTEM
This command requires the current 5-digit password (default is 12345) to allow reset of all system
variables. Using this command will wipe all user programming, access levels, timezones, baud rates
and history records. Use this command with extreme care!

03 * PASSWD #
CHANGE PASSWORD
This command allows the current password to be changed. The new password must be 5 digits in
length.

05 *N #
PRINT SYSTEM STATUS
This command allows a printout of the current programming of the system, with options as follows:

05 * 1 # - General system status. Includes controller type, current date and time, details of system 
capacity and current programming levels in history buffer and user database.

05 * 2 # - Print user list. This gives a list of all currently programmed users including user number, 
key, card or PIN number and access level. An example printout is on page 13.

05 * 3 # - Print relay status and access level programming. This gives a list of the status of the relays 
and also a list of the currently programmed access levels. An example of the printout 

from this command follows.

RELAY SETUPS AND STATUS



Relay   1  2  3  4
Time setting: 05 05 05 05
Timezone:   0  0  2  3
Currently: OFF OFF  ON OFF

ACCESS LEVELS Level D1 TZ D2 TZ D3 TZ D4 TZ
  0 No access to any doors
  1 Permanent access to all doors
  2   1   0   1   0
  3   2   2   2   1

End of listing

05 * 4 # - Print timezone settings and status. This gives a list of the currently programmed standard
and extended timezones, as well as the currently programmed holidays.

09 * UN * AL
CHANGE USER’S ACCESS LEVEL
This command allows the access level for any currently programmed user to be changed. This is useful
to restrict a current user’s access (change to level 0) without completely deleting the user. The user
must already exist in the database for this command to work.

10 * UN * CARD * AL #
ENTER CARD USER FROM KEYPAD
This command allows programming of a card from the keypad. The User Number is a number from 1
to the capacity of your system. The Card is an 8-digit number corresponding to the card you wish to
program (often the last 8 digits of the number printed on the front of the card). The Access Level is a
number from 0 to 15. Note that it is not possible to program a user "over the top" of an existing user
i.e. if user 1 is programmed it will not allow programming of a different card into user 1. The existing
user must first be deleted (using command 14) before the new user can be programmed.

11 * UN * AL #
PROGRAM A SINGLE CARD BY SWIPING
This command allows programming of a card by swiping it through reader 1. The User Number is a
number from 1 to the capacity of your system. The Access Level is a number from 0 to 15. After
entering the command the system will prompt you to swipe the card through reader 1, and the user will
be programmed. Note that a card cannot be programmed twice and also that the user number
programmed must be vacant before programming.

12 * AL #
BULK ENTER CARD USERS BY SWIPING
This command allows quick programming of multiple cards. It automatically searches for vacant user
numbers and programs the cards as they are swiped through reader 1 with the designated access level.
After entering the command you will be prompted to swipe the cards required through reader 1. As
each card is registered the system will beep and the user information for that card will be displayed.
When finished with cards simply press any button on the keyboard to terminate the command.

14 * UN #
DELETE USER
This command allows the deletion of any user record. The User Number must correspond to a
currently programmed user.

15 * AL * Z1 * Z2 * Z3 * Z4 #
PROGRAM AN ACCESS LEVEL
This command allows programming of access levels for your system. Each access level defines the
timezone during which a particular class of users can access each door. For example, to program
access level 3 to consist of doors 1 and 2 in timezone 2 you would enter 15 * 3 * 2 * 2 * 0 #. Any
users programmed with access level 3 would then only have access to doors 1 and 2 in timezone 2.

Access levels 0 and 1 are predefined as NO access and FULL access respectively. To print out a list of
programmed access levels use command 05 * 3 #.

16 * UN * AL #



PROGRAM A SINGLE KEY USER BY TOUCH
This command allows programming of a key by touching it onto the reader on the side of the box. The
User Number is a number from 1 to the capacity of your system. The Access Level is a number from 0
to 15. After entering the command the system will prompt you to touch the key on the side of the box,
and the user will be programmed. Note that a key cannot be programmed twice and also that the user
number programmed must be vacant before programming.

17 * AL #
BULK ENTER USERS BY TOUCH
This command allows quick programming of multiple keys. It automatically searches for vacant user
numbers and programs the keys as they are touched on the side of the box with the designated access
level. After entering the command you will be prompted to touch the keys required on the side of the
box. As each key is registered the system will beep and the user information for that key will be
displayed. When finished with keys simply press any button on the keyboard to terminate the
command.

18 * UN * PIN * AL #
ENTER KEYPAD USER FROM KEYPAD
This command allows programming of a PIN from the keypad. The User Number is a number from 1
to the capacity of your system. The PIN is a 3-8 digit number. There are no restrictions on the PIN
numbers with the Presco keypads - they can contain repeated digits and zero without any problem.

Pin numbers used on the Stainless Steel keypad cannot start with ‘0’ and must be less than 65535. Pin
numbers used on the Scrambling keypad cannot start with ‘0’.

The Access Level is a number from 0 to 15. Note that it is not possible to program a user "over the
top" of an existing user i.e. if user 1 is programmed it will not allow programming of a different PIN
into user 1. The existing user must first be deleted (using command 14) before the new user can be
programmed.

19 * UN * PIN * AL * DAYS #
PROGRAM A TEMPORARY PIN NUMBER
This command allows programming of a temporary code to be valid only on the days specified in the
current week. Day 1 = Monday and day 7 = Sunday. Temporary codes are automatically wiped at the
end of their usefulness. For example, on a Wednesday to program a temporary code for the following
Friday and Monday you would use the command 19 * UN * CODE * AL * 51 #.

20 #
PRINT HISTORY
This command allows printing of all records in the history buffer. Each history record consists of a
time stamp and details of the transaction recorded. Each time the date changes a "change of date"
record is written to indicate the date of the following transactions. The history buffer provides a record
of the most recent 1100 system transactions.

21*DDMMYY#
PRINT HISTORY BY DATE
This command allows selective printing from the history buffer of all events for a particular date.

22*UN#
PRINT HISTORY BY USER NUMBER
This command allows selective printing from the history buffer of all events associated with a
particular user.

23*R#
PRINT HISTORY BY DOOR
This command allows selective printing from the history buffer of all events associated with a
particular door.

24 #
CLEAR HISTORY BUFFER
This command allows the history buffer to be cleared. No other setups are affected.

40 * DDMMYY * HHMM * D #



SET DATE AND TIME
This command allows setting of the system date and time. DDMMYY refers to the date, and requires
leading zeros if necessary. HHMM refers to the time which should be entered in military or 24-hour
format. D refers to the day of the week: 1 = Monday through to 7 = Sunday.

For example, to set the date to Wednesday the 3rd of February 1993 at 7pm you would enter 40 *
030293 * 1900 * 3 #.

41 * Z * HHMM * HHMM * DAYS #
DEFINE STANDARD TIMEZONE
This command allows definition of a standard timezone. Note that the first HHMM defines the start of
the timezone and the second HHMM defines the end. The start time must be less than the end time,
and the times are entered in military or 24 hour format. Standard timezones are numbered 1 to 8; note
that time zone 1 is predefined as 24 hours 7 days and cannot be changed.

The DAYS is simply the days on which the timezone is to be active, with 1 = Monday through to 7 =
Sunday. Day 8 can also be programmed if you wish the timezone to be active on public holidays.
For example, to define timezone 2 as 9am-5pm Mon-Fri including public holidays you would enter 41
* 2 * 0900 * 1700 * 123458 #.

To print out the currently programmed timezones use command 05 * 4 #.

42 * E * ZZZZ #
DEFINE EXTENDED TIMEZONE
This command defines an extended timezone as a combination of standard timezones. Extended
timezones can thus make quite complicated time sequences possible and allow restriction of access or
unlocking of doors simple.

Extended timezones are numbered 9-15. To define an extended timezone simply define the standard
timezones first and then add them into the extended timezone. For example, if timezone 2 was defined
as 9am-5pm Mon-Fri and timezone 3 was defined as 9am-noon on Saturday the combination of these
into timezone 5 would be done by the command 42 * 5 * 23 #.

43 * H * DDMMYY #
DEFINE HOLIDAY
Up to 8 holidays can be programmed, plus two for daylight saving adjustment. These are used in
conjunction with the standard timezone programming to ensure that doors usually unlocked on
particular days are locked when those days are holidays.

For example, to program the 25th of December as a public holiday you would enter the command 43 *
1 * 251293 #. Note that the holidays are numbered 1 to 8 to enable easy reference. To clear a holiday
incorrectly entered simply reprogram it as 000000.

To print out the currently programmed holidays the command 05 * 4 # can be used.

The system will also adjust automatically for daylight savings, using the dates defined for holidays 9
and 10.

Holiday 9 is the START of daylight saving, usually in spring of each year. At 2am on the date defined
for this holiday the clock on the controller will automatically be adjusted forward by 1 hour to 3am.

Holiday 10 is the END of daylight saving, usually in autumn of each year. At 3am on the date defined
for this holiday the clock on the controller will automatically be adjusted backward by 1 hour to 2am.

50 * R * Z #
ACTIVATE RELAY DURING TIMEZONE
This function is typically used to unlock a door automatically during business hours. Once the
timezones are programmed, as soon as this function is used the appropriate relay will be activated until
the end of the relevant timezone.

This function can be used for any relay, whether or not there is an associated reader. To unlock door 1
in timezone 3 the command 51 * 1 * 3 # would be used. Note that this has no effect on use of the door
outside of these hours for access control via the reader. Also note that either standard or extended
timezones can be used to operate the relay.



51 * R * SSS #
SET TIME DELAY FOR DOOR
This command allows the unlock time for each door to be set. This is the amount of time the door
strike is activated upon reading of a valid key or use of the RQE button for the door.

The time may be from 1 to 255 seconds, and may be different for each door. For example, to set door
2 to 90 seconds unlock time the command would be 51 * 2 * 90 #.

The time can also be set to 0, in which case the relay will operate in a "toggle" mode - the first time it
is triggered it will turn ON, and the next time it will turn OFF.

90 * N #
SET BAUD RATE
This command allows setting of the speed of the on-board serial port. All data formats are standard
asynchronous RS232 data with 8 data bits and no parity. The serial port supports XON/XOFF
handshaking for interfacing to slow devices.

90 * 0 # - 300 baud
90 * 1 # - 1200 baud
90 * 2 # - 2400 baud
90 * 3 # - 9600 baud (default).

91 #
TOGGLE DIAGNOSTICS MODE
This command allows the system to be put into a “diagnostics mode” for the swiping of cards, so that
the exact data encoded on the card can be viewed. Enter the command again to turn off diagnostics.
When diagnostics are on each time a card is swiped the data read will be shown on the screen. An
example ABA card format is as follows:

;4564570164902100=94121011369218120000?:0000
12:15 Access denied at door 2

In the printout above, which is from a Visa card, there are several features to note. The “;” character at
the start is called the start sentinel, and is an essential feature of any ABA card. Then there is a
numeric field which commences 4564 - this is usually the number on the front of the card, and if this
card was registered in the system the last 8 digits of this number before the “=” symbol would be the
identification registered in the system i.e. 64902100. The “=” symbol is a field delimiter, used to
separate the first numeric field from the next one. This second field is terminated by the “?” symbol
which is the end sentinel. Following the end sentinel is a character designated the LRC or logical
redundancy check for the card. This will change from card to card and is used to check that the card
has been correctly read.

The diagnostics mode also works for touching of keys, giving a readout of the number on the key
when it is touched to the reader. This command is used only to debug reading circuits.

The diagnostics mode gives a readout of the number on the key when it is touched to the reader. When
diagnostics are on each time a key is touched to a reader the information regarding the ‘read’ will be
shown on the screen. Each read consists of a line with three entries.

1 001 004161087

The first number is the ‘result code’ for the read. Result codes are as follows:
0 = no device found on the reader (i.e. complete read failure)
1 = successful read
2 = wrong device type detected
3 = wrong CRC (i.e. data error detected)
4 = reader is shorted to ground
5 = reader is shorted to ground (presence pulse too long)

The second number is the device type of the device read. Normal DS1990 buttons are device type 1;
there are many other different types of touch memory devices and these all have different device types.

The final number is the actual key number read. This will only be displayed if the read was successful.



99 #
EXIT PROGRAMMING MODE
This command exits the system from programming mode. The green LED should resume slow
flashing after entering this command.



Appendix 1 - Sample printouts and event descriptions

1. Programming settings

Below is a typical printout of the controller settings. This is the output of all of the 05 commands.

CS TECHNOLOGIES - DEMONSTRATION VERSION (KEY,CARD, KEYPAD)-4 Version 2.67
Copyright (C) 1993-6 CS Technologies, AUSTRALIA +61 2 809 0588
Current date and time is 09/01/96 12:01:19 Day 6
History buffer capacity is 500. User capacity is 400.
There are 1 records in the history buffer
There are 4 users programmed
Diagnostics are OFF

USER LIST

USER ID NUMBER TYPE ACCESS LEVEL
   1 12312312 CARD 1
   2 001223131 KEY 1
   3 123 PIN 1
End of listing

RELAY SETUPS AND STATUS
Relay 01 02 03 04
Act time:  5  5  5  5
Timezone:  2  0  0  0
Currently: OFF OFF OFF OFF

ACCESS LEVELSLevel D1 TZ D2 TZ D3 TZ D4 TZ
 0 No access to any door
 1 Permanent access to all doors
 2    1    1    1    0
 3    0    2    0    2

End of listing

STANDARD TIME ZONES Zone  Start End   Days     Currently
                      0     NEVER              Inactive
                      1     ALWAYS             Active
                      2   09:00 17:00 12345--- Active
                      3   09:00 12:00 -----6-- Inactive

EXTENDED TIME ZONES   Zone  Combines Zones
                        9       2 3

HOLIDAYS  1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8
      25/12/93 26/12/93 01/01/94 00/00/00 00/00/00 00/00/00 00/00/00 00/00/00
DST Start (hol 9): 03/10/95   DST End (hol 10): 21/3/96

2. Event explanations

Most of the events in the printout are self-explanatory, simply describing activation and deactivation 
of doors by keys and by exit request buttons. The other events are explained below.

Power on reset - this event will be generated whenever power is removed and reapplied to the 
controller. If this comes on often it indicates a noisy power supply voltage.

Auto-exit programming mode - if no programming commands are entered for 5 minutes the controller 
will automatically exit programming mode.

Watchdog reset - this event indicates that for some reason the processor stopped and restarted itself. If 
this happens frequently it should be reported to CS Technologies as it may indicate a software or 
hardware problem.



Appendix 2 - Changing the controller chip

Each controller includes a computer chip which contains all of the programming and database 
information for and installation. Occasionally it may be necessary to change the chip in order to 
upgrade the software. This can be easily done provided a few simple precautions are taken.

The controller board has a socket for the chip which is shown here.

The chip itself is shaped as below. The end with the curved section taken out goes at the top of the 
socket.

This end goes
at top of 
socket

Contact strip - 
do not touch

        

Socket viewed from 
above

BOTTOM

TOP

Retaining
clips

To REMOVE the chip:

1. Remove all power from the system. This can be done by unplugging the two connectors on the left 
hand side of the board labelled AC and BAT.

2. Push back the two retaining clips at the top and bottom of the socket and gently push the chip 
sideways to the right. It will come free and be able to be removed.

To INSERT the chip:

1. Remove all power from the system.

2. Place the chip, with the curved end at the top of the socket, on an angle as shown. Wiggle the chip a 
few times to ensure that it is correctly seated, then stand it vertically so that it clips into place.

Socket Chip

View from bottom
of socket

Wiggle



Appendix 3 - Static Suppression

Introduction

The Silicon Key system is extremely durable under most electrical conditions. However the very
nature of the system means that a processor pin on the main controller is linked to the “real world”
through each reader. On the circuit board various devices are installed to stop external interference
blowing up pins on the controller. However it seems that in some cases a large electrical discharge
(static or other source) in the region of a reader can, while causing no permanent damage, upset the
firmware in the controller to such an extent that the chip needs to be reprogrammed.

Static

The most common cause of problems with a system is a static discharge at the reader. In many
buildings synthetic carpet is installed which causes a static buildup on personnel as they move around
the premises. By dragging one’s feet along the carpet then touching something metal a spark is
generated, often with some associated discomfort.

This is a normal phenomenon; however when the spark jumps to a Silicon Key reader the energy
released travels directly to the processor and can cause problems in the ROM or RAM of the system.

Static discharges are typically of the order of several hundred volts (up to 1000V) and are very low in
current.

Zener diodes

The solution to the problem is to arrest the spark at the reader. An ideal component to do this is a 5.6V
zener diode. As the voltage at the reader exceeds this voltage the zener diode breaks down to absorb
the excess voltage and stops is affecting the controller. Because the current involved in the static
discharge is low the zener diode does not need to have a large power rating and in fact the usual rating
of 400mW or 500mW seems to be ample. In situations where static discharges are being artificially
induced say by high voltage discharge devices a zener diode with a higher wattage should be used to
ensure that the diode does not get blown up.

Below is a diagram depicting the installation of the zener diode.

Grey wire

Black wire
To controller 5.6V Zener diode

The diode should be installed close to the reader. On the circuit board another zener diode is installed
across all the reader lines however having one near the reader as depicted stops the spikes and surges
from getting anywhere near the controller.

Extending cabling

The above solution seems to work in almost every situation. The only exception arises when there is a
short run of cabling to the controller. A zener diode breakdown time is of the order of 5-10ns and if the
cabling is short the spike can reach the controller before the zener has time to act, and the processor
again gets upset.

The electrical pulses travel along the cabling at the speed of light, 3 x 108 ms-1. This means that they
take about 3.3ns to travel one metre.  Thus the cabling should be longer than say 5 metres to ensure
that the zener diode has plenty of time to break down before the spike reaches the controller. Where
static is a problem at a particular reader, lengthening the cable and installing a zener diode can be a
solution.

Conclusion

To ensure that there are no problems with static discharge on a CS Technologies Silicon Key system it
is strongly advisable to install a 5.6V zener diode across all readers on the system. It is also advisable
to ensure that cabling runs are longer than 5m to ensure that the diode is able to operate in time.



Appendix 4
Scrambling Keypad Installation

1. Operating the keypad

To operate the keypad the user:
Presses the “*” key to turn on the display.
Enters the access-code etc.
Presses the “#” key to turn off the display.

Pressing the “*” key during entry (i.e. before the “#” key is pressed) will rescramble the digits.

If no key is pressed within a period of 8 seconds, the display is automatically turned off.

2. Keypad mounting - eye level or low level

a) The Codeguard keypad can be flush mounted in a panel of minimum 45mm thickness (60mm with 
rear access) or surface mounted in a box. Full details of the various types of installation are given 
overleaf.

b) Installation at eye level with the keypad mounted parallel to the vertical plane of a wall, door or 
panel, results in the eye level range of height being restricted to 160mm at a distance of 450mm from 
the keypad. This corresponds to an angular accommodation of ±10° which is necessary to prevent 
“over-the-head” viewing of the display.

The head of the viewer exceeds the space within the boundaries of display visibility.

c) If the keypad is mounted at a low level of 1150mm and tilted backwards at an angle of 30° the 
vertical viewing accommodation is greatly increased. As an example, short people with an eye level at 
1270mm can move close to the keyboard and tall people with an eye level of 1720mm can stand 
further back at a distance of approximately 450mm. The vertical accommodation range increases from 
160mm to 450mm.

The body of the viewer exceeds the space within the boundaries of display visibility.

CODEGUARD KEYPAD RECESSED ON 30° SLOPING PANEL

FLUSH PANEL MOUNTING SURFACE MOUNTING ACCESSORY

Caution: Do not restrict the air circulation at the rear of the keypad.

      

30°

50°

                                               

50°

30°

Either of these angled configurations provides a typical (eye level) viewing accommodation of
450mm. If the centre line is at 1150mm the eye level range is 1270mm to 1720mm.



3. Flush mounting of Codeguard Keypad in a panel

a) Cut out an accurate aperture for CODEGUARD at a height of about 1500mm using a template; the 
optional escutcheon plate is suitable. This plate is designed to hide roughly cut edges and is available 
in three finishes, Grained, Gold and Blue. Dimensions of the cutout are below.

b) Select the required size of travelling lugs and tamper resistant screws.

c) Fit the screws through the Codeguard enclosure and using the special tool provided drive them into 
the lugs. Rotate the screw anti-clockwise to set the lugs to the retracted position.

d) Enter the Codeguard through the aperture, fitting the escutcheon if desired, then tighten the screws 
using the special screws. This rotates the lugs to the engaged position due to friction between the 
thread and the lug. If the thread becomes loose with use, apply a suitable threadlocking compound to 
restore the friction.

4. Surface mounting of Codeguard Keypad

a) Mount the surface box supplied at the required height; usually about 1500mm.

b) Mount the surface box using fixings appropriate to the situation and make the necessary hole for the 
connecting cables.

c) Attach the plug to the cable then plug this into the Codeguard and assemble it into the box.

d) Retain the keypad by fitting the special screws supplied using the tool supplied.

WARNINGS

A. DO NOT TIGHTEN THE SCREWS TOO TIGHTLY; THEY WILL BREAK OFF IF TOO 
MUCH PRESSURE IS APPLIED.
B. ENSURE THAT AIR IS FREE TO CIRCULATE BEHIND THE REAR COVER.
C. DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT THE KEYPADS WITH THE POWER APPLIED.

Outline dimensions of CODEGUARD keypad

Front view

108mm

138mm
116mm

6mm

Side view

39mm14mm

Rear view

130mm



Appendix 5
Circuit Board Configuration

The circuit board has many different links and jumpers as well as other adjustments which allow it, 
together with appropriate firmware, to be configured for many different readers and modes of 
operation. Below is a description of each of the groups of links and the possible configurations.

Note that these configurations are in addition to particular firmware e.g. you cannot change a 
standalone system to a networked system simply by configuring the appropriate jumpers - the chip 
firmware must also be of the appropriate type.

Note also that each system is pre-configured and tested using the information below before it leaves 
the factory; the tables below are for information only.

1. Networking

The system can be set up as either a standalone or networked system. If it is a standalone system it
communicates using RS232 communications; if it is a networked system it communicates using
RS232 to the PC from the first controller in the network, is converted to RS485 on the first controller
(the ‘master’) and using RS485 throughout the rest of the network.

The communications modes are set up using LK4, 5, 6 and 7 and the three communications chips U3,
U4 and U5. See the table below for details.

CHIP AND JUMPER SETTINGS FOR NETWORKINGCHIP AND JUMPER SETTINGS FOR NETWORKINGCHIP AND JUMPER SETTINGS FOR NETWORKINGCHIP AND JUMPER SETTINGS FOR NETWORKINGCHIP AND JUMPER SETTINGS FOR NETWORKING

U3 U4 U5 LK4 LK5 LK6 LK7

Standalone YES NO NO NO YES YES YES

Network Master YES YES YES YES NO NO NO

Network Slave NO NO YES (*) NO NO NO

(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus(*) LK4 is used to terminate the RS485 bus - should be in at the start and end of the bus

2. Elevator system

When the system is configured for elevator operation, some of the control lines must be redirected to
drive additional relay outputs. In particular this means that the speaker will not work on the board
when the system is configured as an elevator controller.

JUMPER SETTINGS FOR ELEVATOR CONTROLLERJUMPER SETTINGS FOR ELEVATOR CONTROLLERJUMPER SETTINGS FOR ELEVATOR CONTROLLERJUMPER SETTINGS FOR ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

LK3 LK21

Elevator UP (1 + 2) DOWN (2 + 3)

Non-elevator DOWN (2 + 3) UP (1 + 2)

3. LED control

Each of the outputs on the controller (OUT1, OUT2, OUT3 and OUT4) are equipped with a current
limiting resistor to allow a diode to be driven directly by the output without blowing it up. However
some readers are also equipped with a resistor and in some cases the current is too low to drive the
LED on the reader. In these cases the current-limiting resistor can be removed from the circuit using
LK9, 10, 11 and 12.



JUMPER SETTINGS FOR LED CONTROLJUMPER SETTINGS FOR LED CONTROLJUMPER SETTINGS FOR LED CONTROL

LK9 LK10 LK11 LK12

WIEGAND YES YES YES YES

SCRAMBLING/SS KEYPAD YES YES YES YES

SILICON KEY NO NO NO NO

PRESCO KEYPAD NO NO NO NO

ABACARD NO NO NO NO

GENCARD NO NO NO NO

DEMO YES NO NO YES

4. Presco Keypads

The Presco keypads require a particular configuration to ensure that the current loop to drive them
provides sufficient current. These configurations are set using LK13, 14, 15 and 16, as follows.

JUMPER SETTINGS FOR PRESCO KEYPADJUMPER SETTINGS FOR PRESCO KEYPADJUMPER SETTINGS FOR PRESCO KEYPAD

LK13 LK14 LK15 LK16

PRESCO KEYPAD NO NO NO NO

NON-PRESCO KEYPAD YES YES YES YES

DEMO YES YES NO YES

4. Interrupts

Different types of readers require different interrupt inputs to the controller. These are configured
using LK8, 17, 18, 19 and 20, as per the table below.

JUMPER SETTINGS FOR INTERRUPT SETUP

LK8 LK17 LK18 LK19 LK20

SILICON KEY NO NO NO NO NO

PRESCO-2, ABACARD-2, GENCARD-2 NO NO NO YES NO

PRESCO-4, ABACARD-4, GENCARD-4 NO YES NO YES NO

PRESCO-LIFT, ABACARD-LIFT, GENCARD-LIFT NO YES NO YES NO

WIEGAND-2, SCRAMBLING/SS KPD-2 NO NO YES YES YES

WIEGAND-4, SCRAMBLING/SS KPD-4 YES YES YES YES YES

WIEGAND-LIFT, SCRAMBLING/SS KPD-LIFT NO NO NO NO YES

DEMO (*) YES YES NO NO NO

(*) For demo system also cut diode D26 off the board

5. Variable Resistors

There are four variable resistors on the board which need to be set to different values for different
types of readers. The settings are as tabulated below.

VARIABLE RESISTOR SETTINGSVARIABLE RESISTOR SETTINGS

VR2 VR3 VR4 VR5

SILICON KEY 1K5 1K5 1K5 1K5

PRESCO KEYPAD 1K 1K 1K 1K

DEMO >=1K 1K5 1K >=1K

OTHER >=1K >=1K >=1K >=1K



CS TECHNOLOGIES CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS

Size (mm) Cabinet 257 W x 225 H x 72 D
Circuit board 167 W x 118 H x 35 D

Shipping Weight 4kg

Finish Black textured epoxy

Temperature Operating 0° to 70°C
Storage -30° to 70°C

Humidity 0 to 95% relative noncondensing

Supply voltage 16-18VAC 24VA plugpack or 12VDC supply

Battery backup 12V 1.2Ah gel cell charged by on-board 13.8VDC 200mA charging 
circuit

Relay Outputs 4 “form C” relays rated at 5A, 24VDC

Reader Inputs Mag-stripe card reader/Barcode reader (clock and data)
Silicon key reader
Presco keypad
Scrambling/Stainless steel keypad (wiegand format)

LED Outputs Indication of controller status by on-board LED and remote indication 
per door

Exit Request Inputs 1 normally open input for demonstration of exit pushbutton

Communication port RS232 port, 8 data, no parity, 1 stop, various speeds
Bidirectional port can be used for “dumb terminal” programming or
the connection of a serial printer for data logging.

Processor Intel 8051 7.32MHz
Memory battery 10 year life for all program and data
In-built power fail warning, watchdog timer and power on reset 
functions
In-built security feature ensures data integrity.
In-built battery-backed real-time clock.

Keys Silicon serial number - 48 bits of information giving over 250 trillion 
possible combinations. Keys cannot be copied and are guaranteed to
be unique.

Reader Touch reader diameter 20mm, plated copper surfaces. Supplied in
recessed vandal-resistant CS Technologies mounting plate.

Cabling requirements Controller to reader - 2 twisted pairs (unshielded) - maximum of 100m
Controller to door strike - figure-8 (minimum 14 strand)
Controller to exit request button - figure-8

Capacities Users 400
History transactions 500
Standard timezones 8
Extended timezones 7
Public holidays 8
Access levels 15
Daylight Savings dates 2


